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Introduction

Speaker diarization: identify speakers and
when they talk (who spoke when).
Applications: speaker-attributed speech-to-
text, handling audio archives, improving auto-
matic speech recognition, spotting speakers in
voice assistant technology.
Overlapped speech: when at least two speak-
ers talk at the same time; major and recurrent
cause for diarization errors.

Figure 1: Components of a speaker diarization system

Experimental setup

Dataset source: Second DIHARD Diarization
Challenge

• Single channel condition (one voice channel)
• Reference speaker activity detection (SAD –
ground truth)

• 11 domains: audiobooks, broadcast interviews,
child language, clinical, courtroom, map task,
meeting, restaurant, socio-linguistic field and lab,
and web videos
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Performance impact

Performance: measured in terms of Diarization
Error Rate (DER):

FA: False alarm (speech falsely identified)
MISS: Missed speech (speech not identified)
ERROR: Speaker error (speech attributed to
the wrong speaker)

Assumption: if overlap worsens the performance,
removing it should improve the results

Figure 2: Results after running the baseline on the dataset
with overlap segments removed

Conclusion of the experiment:
• Unexpected results, DER worsened after
removing overlap

• No correlation between the DER difference and
the number of seconds removed from the files

• No correlation between the DER difference and
the average percentage of overlap per category

• Performance can be altered by other factors (eg
background noise)

• Overlap impacts the whole audio

Acoustic impact

Assumption: overlapped speech may be identi-
fied through acoustic features (eg pitch, formants,
voicing)

Figure 3: Pitch values for overlapped and non-overlapped
speech samples in the category "restaurant"

Pitch always obtains higher scores in the case of
overlapped speech

Figure 4: Statistical results of some features based on the study
of 26 files

NOV: files without any overlapped speech
OV: files containing only overlapped speech

Similar acoustic values will have a ratio closer to 1

Conclusion of the experiment:
• Some features have distinctive values when
computed on overlapped speech

• Other features (eg formants 2 and 3) have similar
values

Overlap detectors

Assumption: X-vectors can be used to detect seg-
ments with overlap to further improve the perfor-
mance of speaker diarization.

X-vector: trained embeddings for speech segments.

Figure 5: Evaluation results for classification methods

Figure 6: Evaluation results for regression methods

Big context: 3 segments before and 1 after
Small context: 2 segments before
UAR: unweighted average recall
R2: coefficient of determination

Conclusion of the experiment:
• Classification-based: better for overlap prediction
• TDDN-based: best deep learning method;
improves with larger context

• X-vectors contain some information which can be
used for overlap detection


